
INVARIANTS  OF SYSTEMS

OF  LINEAR  DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

E. J. WILCZYNSKI

The theory of the invariants of a single linear homogeneous differential

equation rests upon Staeckel's theorem, that the most general point-transfor-

mation which converts a general homogeneous linear differential equation of

the m-th order (m > 1)

dmy dm~^ii

(i) ¿ + n*)d*â+ ■■■ + *»-<>,

into another equation of the same form and order, is

(2) »-/(f),   y = vg(t),

wheref(Ç) and g(£) are arbitrary functions of £.*

Those functions of Px, P2, • • ■, Pm and the derivatives of these quantities,

which are the same for the equation (1) and for any equation obtained from (1)

by a transformation (2), are called invariants of (1). Functions having this

invariant property and containing also y, dyjdx, etc., are called covariants.

The investigation of such invariants and covariants has led to many new and

interesting results concerning the equation (1). This theory is associated with

the names of Cockle, Malet, Laguerre, Halphen, Brioschi, Forsyth, and

others.

The author has recently shown that the most general point-transformation,

which converts a system of n homogeneous linear differential equations into

another of the same form and order, is

(3) * = /l£).  y* = ¿a*/£H (*=i, a, ••■,»),
i=l

where_/(£) and aw(f) are arbitrary functions of £, and the determinant |«w(f)|

does not vanish identically.j-

We shall consider, in this paper, those combinations of the coefficients of a

system of linear differential equations which remain invariant when the system

*Crelle's Journal, vol. 111.
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is transformed by the above transformation (3). These transformations obvi-

ously form an infinite continuous group, and we shall employ Lie's theory

throughout, as has been done in the case of a single differential equation by Dr.

Bouton.* We shall not, in this first paper, pay much attention to the appli-

cations of the theory, nor give more than a passing mention to covariants.

§ 1.. Finite transformations of the dependent variables.

We shall at first confine ourselves to the transformation of the dependent

variables. Those functions of the coefficients of the system which remain in-

variant for all such transformations, may be called seminvariants. These are

of considerable importance in themselves, and besides furnish the basis for the

theory of invariants under the general transformation.

Let the given system be

m—1   n

(i) ^r + £ Eirf=° (¿=i,2,...,»),
1=0 k=l

and let this system be transformed by the equations

n

(2) yi=Za*A(a,K (* = 1, 2, •••,»),
x=i

where akJx) are arbitrary functions of x, and where the determinant

\akK(x)\ (*,* = 1, 2, ■•., n),

does not vanish. As usual we denote derivatives by accents. Then we have

from (2)

(3) ^° = ¿¿(í)«-p) (* = l,2,...,»;í = 0,l,2,...,m),
A=lp=0 KP/

where in general (    J denotes the coefficient of xp in the expansion of (1 -f x)'.

Equations (1) then become

" "      m    /<m\ m_1    *       "       !    / 7 \

(4) E«rf + 11 ("Wm-" + IIIZ (; WiX'-"- o
\=1 À=l   p=l    v r ' 1=0    k=l   /i=l   <r=0   v      '

(i=l,   2,   •••,   n).

The coefficient of iff in the double sum is

(     m    )a<™-*\
\m — v)   *"■     '

and in the quadruple sum, the coefficient of if¡f is

♦American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 21, no. 2, 1899.
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¿ I (o)i'*% + (" i   )Pt.it,„+i4ï + • ■ •

+ \m — 1 — v)Pi.k,™-i a*n        J'

i=l T=0       V 7

Thus, from (4) we obtain

n     m—1

j(m-v)

V

n n     m—1 r . .

(5) irf+zií> U",)-s
X=l (1=1   v=0 Lv 7

m    m-l-v , -1

+ Z £ ( + U,*,,+T<  =°
*=1        T = 0 V ' 7 J

(« = 1,2, ••-,»),

or if we put

(6) ¿-Kl (»\A = 1, 2, ■•-,»),

and denote by Aik the minor of aik in this determinant,

,(m—v)

(A = l, 2, -..,«).

w    m—1 «■ r~ /

(7) A,l-)+Ei:i"S4 \(m-v)<

i=l        T=0      X ' ' J

If then we write this system in the form

(8) *£"}+Zè*W»S')-0 (A = 1,2,...,»),
we have

(9)  a»^=t/a[(mü,)<-^+ifïTC "tTK*,v+r<?]
(A,^=l,2,---,n;v = 0,l,---,m —1).

Thus, if (1) is transformed into (8) by transformations (2), the relations be-

tween the coefficients of (1) and (8) are the equations (9).

Equations (9) represent an infinite continuous group, isomorphic with the

group represented by equations (2). For to every transformation of the latter

group corresponds one of the former, and they obviously have the group prop-

erty. Both groups can be defined by differential equations, so that Lie's theory

of infinite groups may be applied.

§ 2.  Infinitesimal transformations of the dependent variables.

We proceed to consider the infinitesimal transformations of our infinite group.

The variables yx, y2, • ■ ■, yn will undergo the most general infinitesimal transfor-

mation of form (2) if we put
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au(x) = 1 + 4>(i(x)U,    aik(x) = <f>ik(x)èt

(i + fc), (i, k = l, 2, ■•-,»),

where St is an infinitesimal and the 0i4's are arbitrary functions of x.    We

wish to find the corresponding infinitesimal transformations of the coefficients

Pik

Neglecting infinitesimals of order higher than the first, we find

(11)     A =

i + *nSi» «Ma •••■ *,„«*

<P2l8t, i + 4>Jt, ■■■, <pjt

4>Jt,      <t>jt, ..., i + <kjt

l + (<Pn+$22+■■■ + <!> J**,

and similarly

(12)
¿H = 1   + (0i! + 022 +   • • •  + <P„ - <PiùSt ,

¿»--tjt « + *>•

Substituting these values in (9), we have

^Mr-g-*^[(m!!.J*^*+g"5'(,'iT)A...rf^&)««

+ *<„,] +  [1 + (011 + 022 + • • • + OAl   [(m1 p)*^*

4=1    t=0     *       '       ' J
or

a^=^ - ¿ tvp^ct +(m"Lv) &;->&

n   m—\—v / v    t    Tv

+ ZE     ; )^,,,,+;0^+Ä„(0i1 + 022+--- + 0„>.

(13)

Dividing by A = 1 + (<bn +...-)- <£nn)8Íí,   and  denoting the   infinitesimal

difference wAm„ - ^M„ by o>A(i„, we find

(14)

-gf = Ç (4t»Afe - 0A„AM,)

to   m—1—1> ,

+ g g C ;T) 0(;>,,,„+T + (m1 „)0ir^,

(*,/* = !, 2, •••,*; » = 0,1,2, •••,»—1).
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These are the required infinitesimal transformations of px    .    Those of p'^,

P\y.v i e*c,> may De obtained from (14) by differentiation.

§ 3.   Calculation of the seminvariants for m = n = 2 .

The complexity of the general problem is so great that it appears wise to

limit the further discussion in this paper to the very special case m = n = 2 .

This will throw considerable light on the general case.

Let us put, in this case, for abbreviation

= P(15)

We have then, from (14),

Pk, ¡i, m-l — Pk^l — Pk¡i '

X,i ■> dpi     — -"-Aft '

Pk, il, m-2 — P Aju.0 — 9kn >

An % An

Qk* »     etc-

(16)

°Pk        2
-gf^ = X) (4>k»Pkk - 4>kkPk») + 2<rV '

spL
8t

*=1

2

= Z (^Pxt - <fWV  + «¿VA* - VkkPt») + 2<Pkl I
i=l

2

f,c2>ST = Z) («tVSa* — <rW*J + S <rV-PA* + </>V '

Now if y is a seminvariant depending only upon pKfí, p'K¡í, yAíl, we must have

(") EOViv + ̂ vsa, + QkM = o
A, ju.

for all values of <prt, (f>'ri, <p"'-3. Putting the coefficients of these twelve arbi-

trary functions equal to zero, we obtain the following system of partial differ-

ential equations for such seminvariants :

2P' +0   =0,

2

(18)  i   ZPr. + gOM" - P*P* +PkrQk¡) = 0, (r,   > = 1 ,   2).

2

Z (Pkr^k, -P,kPrk + P'krP'k, ~ P'skKk + ?Ar Qk, ~ <ISkQrk) = 0-
A=l

This is a complete system of twelve equations with twelve independent vari-

ables. But there are two relations among them, so that we shall have two in-

dependent solutions, i. e., two independent seminvariants containing only the

variables pK¡í, p'K¡í, qx¡l.

The first four equations of the system tell us that the quantities p'ri and qn

can occur only in combinations
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The next four equations, written separately, are

2PU + (Pll - Pn)P'l2 + Al(P22 - P'll) + Pu Ql2 + Pu Ç22=0'

2^11 +    Í>21P21 - Pl2P'u + Pli Qll + Al 621 = 0 •

2^22 +    Pl2P'l2 - Ar?« +P12Q12 +P22Q22 = 0 .

. 2P21 + (pn -Pn)p,2i + PÂP'n - P2Ù +P12Q11 +P22Q21 = ° •

They show that the only possible combinations of prt, p'T>, qr> are

"11 = 2P'n - 4fe + P*u + P12P21.

«12 = 2Pu - 4fe +PÂP11 +P22).

Ai = 2jfe - 4a21 +^21b„ + jpB),

«» = 2i4 - 4fe + P222 + P12P2I I

(21)

so that the seminvariants, here considered, are functions of uu

only.

The last four equations (18) are

Ul =  (Pll - A2)P12 + i>2l(P22 - -Pll) +   Oil - A2)P¡2

+ P'ÁP22 -P'n) + («Zu - fe) Çu + fe( Q22 - Q») « 0 ,

^2 = AlP21 - A2P12 + AlP21 -^12^12 + fe ftl ~ fe£l2 = 0 '

^B ■ ^12^12 - PtlP«. + l»í I**!» - AlP21 + fe Ç12 - fe Qn - 0 >

^4 =  (P22 -Pll)P21  +PÂP11 - P22) + (i>22 ~P'll)P21

+p'Áp'u - ^2) + (fe - fe) &i + fe(«5ii - £22) = o -

with the obvious relation

(22) U2+U3 = 0.

But there is another relation between these four equations and the other eight,

these latter being themselves obviously independent. If we compute from them

Prt and P'rt and substitute the values of these quantities, thus obtained, in (21),

that system becomes

' (Mn - w22) Q12 - w2i( Qn - Q22) - ° »

(23) •  -K-O ft,+ «u(Çii- §22) = °»

.M12$i2-W2l£21=0>

where the last equation is a consequence of the other two.

The two independent solutions of this system are
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(24) I=uxx + un,    J= uuun - uX2u2X,

and these are the seminvariants required.

Let us proceed to obtain next those seminvariants which contain also the

quantities p"ik and q'ik. They must satisfy the following system of partial dif-

ferential equations :

(a) 2F;, + Q'r, = 0,

(b) 2P;, + Qr, + ¿ (pKrF'K, - p3KF;k + p,rQ'M) = 0 ,
A=l

(25) | (c) 2Pr, + ¿ (^.p;, - PskFrK - 2p'eKr;x
A=l

+ ikrQ'ks - q,kQ'rk + PkrQks) = o,
2

(ß)   Z) (Pkr^k. - Psk^rk + PkrP'k, ~ PlkKk + Pkr^L
A=l

- PÍkP'rk + °kr Qk, ~ q,k Qrk + Vkr Q'ks ~ 9sk Q'rk) = 0 1

among which there is one relation. Thus there are 15 independent equations

and 20 variables. There are therefore five seminvariants satisfying these equa-

tions. Of these we already know four, namely, /, J, dl/dx, dJ,dx, which are

obviously independent.

Let us put ,      du..
u'ik = ^,    etc.

Then, since according to (20), we have

2

u* = 2Pu - 4?» + T, PaPju »(26)

therefore

(27) l'iU = 2P"iH - 4?ú +  Z (PijPjk + P'ijPjk)
J=l

It will be easily proved from equations (25) (a) and (6) that our seminvari-

ants are functions of the twelve arguments

(28) Pik>    uik'    <k-

Denoting the left members of (25) (c) by Í1, • • • XI , so that

ii1 = 2Pn+...,    fi2=2P12+...,    ii3=2P21+...,    fi4 = 2P22+...,

we find

(29) ax(uik) = a2(uik) = n3(uik) = n4(uik) = o,

fûiCftl)-*.       ß2(^l)=0'       ß3bll) =  0.       Û4(iu)=°.

ax(pX2) = o,  a2{pX2) = 2,  n3(Px2) = o,  a4(Pl2) = o,

Slx(p2X) = 0,   ii2(p21) = 0,   ßs(pa)-2,    £l4(p2X) = 0,

[íix(p22) = o,  n2(p22) = o,  ß3(Ä2) = o,  fí4(pj = 2,

(30)
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(31)

o4K)-«.

n4(«;2) = + «« >

A(«n)=°> ß2(Mn)=-W2i'

ß3(Mn) = + M!2 »

ßi«) = - «ii i     ß«(«i0 = «a - «22 •

ß,«2) = 0,

°i(««)=   +"«»        íi2(«2l)=0'

ß3(W2l) = — («11 - «22) 1       ß4«i) =   ~ «21 >

P1K2) = 0 I ß»(«il) =   + «21 >

Û«K«) =   - «12 > Û*(«m)  =  0 •

From these equations it is easily seen that the eight independent functions of

the arguments (28) which verify the equations iiA = 0, are the quantities uik

and

r vu = 2u'n + p

(32)

12"21 -fv2l"'l2 'A

(33)

«12 =  2«;2  +  (Al - A2)«12 - Pu(Ull - U22) »

«21 =  2M21 -  (jPll - A>M  +Al(«ll - W22) »

. «22 =  2«22 - Ai«»  + Al«12 •

Denoting by Xx,  ■ • ■, A"4 the left members of (25) (d) we find :

Xx(vn) = 0, X2(vu) = -v2l,

^«u)-+«u. X4(i>J = 0,

^l(«i2) - — «Ml      -£,(»«) = «11 - «22 '

X»(Vu)=0> XlV12)  =   +  «12 »

-+*»>       ^(«21) =  0>

-Ya(«2i) = - («11 - «22) »     Xiv2i) = - «21 »

XlM = 0 > ^jvj =   + «21 »

Xa(«22) =   - «12 > X4(«22) =  0 »

the equations for Xfuik), etc., being precisely of the same form.

From (33) we find that

«11  +  «22       aild       «l.«22 - «12«21

are solutions of the equations XK = 0 .    But

(34) vn + v22=2P,

while
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(35) -£""=«u«»-»i2«a>

is obviously a new seminvariant, independent of I, J, dl/dx, dl/dx .

If we should now write down the differential equations satisfied by the semin-

variants involving p^ and g^ besides the quantities already considered, there

would be twenty such equations with only one relation between them, and

twenty-eight independent variables. Hence there must be 28 — 19 = 9 such

seminvariants.    But we know eight of these, viz. :

(36) I, I', I";    J, J', J"; K, K';

these are independent, for it is easily seen that from the existence of a relation

between them would follow the existence of a relation between I, I', J, J', K'.

But these quantities were independent.

We can obtain the ninth semivariant without writing down and integrating

the last mentioned system of twenty equations. The process which we shall

employ is much more instructive, and is capable of generalization.

We notice first this theorem : the quantities uik and vik are cogredient.

This follows from equations (33), together with the corresponding equations

for XK(uik) , as well as from the following formulae, which express the infinites-

imal transformations of ua and vik.    It will be found from (16) and (20), that

~$J  = 921M12 -  9 A '

(37)

8ux

~8t =  (922 -  9nK,  +   9i2(«ll  - W22) i

? = (9n - 922K + 9a(«a - un) •
Su,

~Sl

8u22

Ht = ~~ ^2lM'2 + ^lAl '

and from (16), (32), and (37),

\8v.

(38)

7 = 921^12 - 9iÄi *St

-$ = (922 - 9ii)«n + 9i2K - »*) .

~8t = (*" ~ *")*» + *»(*« ~ *») '

Svç

St
=   - 921012 +  912^21 •
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Now certain combinations of the uik's and pik's, viz. vn + v22 and vnv22 — v12v21,

were seminvariants. Since the vik's are cogredient with the ujks, the same com-

binations with vik in place of uik will also be seminvariants.

Let us, therefore, put

(39)

«,n-2»n +A2«2i-Ai«i2'

w» = 2«;2 + (ai - P22X2 - A2K1 - «22).

w» = 2«2i - (Ai - A2)«2i + a(«h - «22) »

«'22=2«22-A2«21+A1«12;

then we know that wn + w22 and w^^ — w12w2l are seminvariants.    But

«'n + ^22 = 2«, + «22) = 4/"<

while

(40) L = wnw22

is the new seminvariant. That it is independent of the other eight can be easily

seen by considering the special case in which pik = 0 .

We now have all the seminvariants, viz. : 7", J, R', L , and their derivatives.

For, suppose we wish to find the seminvariants involving p{fk and f?l. They are

determined by a system of 24 — 1 = 23 independent equations with 36 inde-

pendent variables. Therefore, there exist 36—23=13 such seminvariants.

But they are merely the 8 seminvariants (36) and L, I'", J'", R", L'.

Thus all seminvariants of the system (1) for m — n = 2 , are functions of

the quantities I, J, R', L, and of their derivatives.

It is interesting to note what would be the result of continuing our above

process for obtaining seminvariants.     Suppose we had formed

tn = 2w'u +pl2w2l -p2lw12, etc.

Then would

hi ~ ¿22 = ffi(un - «22) + 5r2(«n - «22) + 9lwn - «>«) >

'  ¿12 = &«lï + 92V12 + 9iW12 '

¿21 = 01«« +  Ö,2«21 +   g fit >

where gx, g2, g3 are seminvariants.

For gx, g2, g3 are the quotients of determinants of the third order formed

out of the matrix

¿11 — ¿22 '    «11 — «22 '    «11 ~~ «22 '    wa.

¿12'

¿21 '

«in

"21 '

«12'

«21 >

w2.

w,.

w,.
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and an account of the cogrediency of these quantities, such quotients are semin-

variants.    In fact, the determinants themselves are seminvariants.

§ 4. An application of the theory of seminvariants.

The theory, developed in the preceding paragraphs, was first suggested by

the following considerations.    Let

d"v dn~lv

(41) 2^>-¿+AaS5+-+Wf-0

be a homogeneous, linear, differential equation, and let yx, ■ • •, yn form a

fundamental system of (41), so that

(41a) B{yü=0 (¿=i, 2, .-., »).

Suppose that the coefficients of (41) are uniform functions of x, and let

x = a^ be a singular point of one or all of these coefficients. If the variable x

describes a closed circuit around this singular point aß , yx, ■■ ■, yn will, in

general, undergo a linear substitution with constant coefficients, changing into

n

y»-Z*ftVj (*=i,2,...,»),
i=l

where the determinant \Xk1^\ 4= 0 . Denote this substitution by A^ , so that we

may write

(42) y>-Ky*-
Now let us put in (41a)

n

(43) yu = T.akS>i= sVk (fc=i, 2, ••-,»),
«=i

where again the determinant

KJ + o.
and where aki are uniform functions of x. Then vx, ■ • ■, nn will verify a system

of n linear differential equations, obtained from (41a) by the transformation (43).

This system is not a general system but has the special property that correspond-

ing to a circuit of x around a^ , vx, ■ • ■, vn undergo the substitution

<S~lAßS,

which is the transformed of Aß by the substitution S, and has as its coefficients

uniform functions of x.

Conversely, if a system of n linear differential equations has this property, it

is obviously possible to find a substitution

Vk = snk

which reduces it to the form (41a), or what amounts to the same thing, n linear
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combinations of 171 , • • •, nn can be formed with variable coefficients which form a

fundamental system of a single linear differential equation of the nth order.

Such functions as ijj, • • •, « are a very special kind of what I have called A

functions.*

The question then arises : what are the necessary and sufficient conditions in

order that a system of linear differential equations may have the property in

question ?

In our particular case, m = n = 2 , it must then be possible to transform the

given system into one of the form

(44) y'¡ + py\ + qyt =0 (i = i, 2),

by a transformation of the form (43). The seminvariants of the given system

must therefore be equal to those of (44).    But for (44) we have

(45) p12 = p2X = qx2 = fe = 0 ,    pxl =p22=p,    qn = q22 = q,

so that

Mll =   M22 =  2P   -*q+P2,        «j, =   «2i =  0 ,

(46) ■ vlx = v22 = 2u'xx, v12 = v2l = 0 ,

{ wxl = w22 = 2v'xx = áuxx, w12 = io2l = 0 ,

whence

(47) I=2uu,    J=u\x,    R-=i(u'lx)2,    L = l6(u[[y.

We have then in this case the relations :

(48) /.-4^=0,    K-(dff = »,    ¿-«(g)'-»-

As will be seen from the expression deduced for the invariants in § 5 , all of

the invariants vanish in this case.

But the vanishing of all of the invariants, or even the fulfillment of the equa-

tions (48) , while necessary, are not sufficient conditions for this case. The

conditions (46) however, from which the others were derived, are both necessary

and sufficient.    It suffices to write down the system of invariant equations

(49) uu -u22=0,    ul2 =u2l = 0,

for the other equations (46) follow from these.

That the conditions (49) are sufficient follows from the results of § 6 . It

will there be shown that every system of linear differential equations of the sec-

ond order can by a transformation of the form

(50) y. = aaVl + ai2n2 (¿ = 1,2),

*American Journal of Mathematics,  vol. 16, No. 2, 1899.
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be reduced to a form called the semi-canonical form. The result of this reduc-

tion in general is the system (82) , which in our case reduces to

(51) 9¡'-i«ii9< (¿ = l,2),

i. e., nx and r¡2 satisfy the same linear differential equation of the second order.

Thus we have seen that a system of the form

(52) Vi + PaV'i + PiiV-2 + ?;i2/i + 1^2 = ° (¿ = 1,2)

can, by a transformation of form (50) , be reduced to the form (44), if and

only if the conditions (49) are fulfilled. In that case, the integration of the

system (52) is equivalent to the integration of a single linear differential equa-

tion of the second order. The invariants are all zero, and by a change of both

dependent and independent variables this equation may be reduced to the form

(68) J_0.

§ 5.   Calculation of the invariants for m = n = 2 .

The invariants of our system must obviously be functions of the seminvari-

ants which we have already found. We shall therefore first investigate how

these seminvariants are affected by a transformation of the independent vari-

able x.

As before, let

(54) y'l + PaP[ + pi2y'2 + quVi + 9t&i = ° (¿ = i, 2),

be the given system.    If we introduce the new independent variable

this system becomes

(55) y" + iray[ + TT.2y'2 + k.iVx + K.2y2 =0 (¿=1,2),

where

u — £'     (C'Y '        — £' '        ~ £' '        — £'     (£')2'

(56)

a   (£7

For an infinitesimal transformation, we put

(57) £(íc) = x + <p(x)8t,    8x = <j>(x)8t,

where 8t is an infinitesimal and <f>(x) an arbitrary function.   We shall then have

¥u = (- 9>n + 9")&.     SP12 ■-W.

■ 8p» =    - ÏpJt .    - ¥22 = (- 9'A, + 9")S*.

Soik = - tyqjt-



aV

s/'=¿(á/)-/'0'(*)s¿-

(60)
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If f is any function of x, and f its derivative, we have

* ~     ¡ßf     è(df)      df zu \       d (*s\      4-'d fst \

or

(59)

Thus we find from (58)

ío>n = (0(3)-0Ai-20Xi)S¿>

¥i2=      (-<p"Pi2-2<p'P¡2)st,

*Pn=       ( - 0>2i - 20>21)8¿ »

l^2=(0(3)-0>22-20K2)e¿-

Therefore, making use of (20), (58), and (60), we find

8un = (2<p - 2<f>'un)8t,    ou12 = - 2<p'ujt,

Su2l = -2cp'ujt ,    8u22=(2^-2cb'u22)8t.

Consequently we shall have, remembering the definition of /and J,

8I=(á<pW   -2<f>'I)8t,

8J= (2^I-^'J)8t.

In the same way we find

8vn = (á<pM-á<p"un-3<p'vn)8t,

8vX2=(-ê<p"ul2-^3<p'vX2)8t,

8v2X = (— i<f>"u2l - 3<j>'v2l)8t,

S«„=(4^)-4</»X2-3^22)áí,

[January

(61)

(62)

(63)

whence

(64) 8K= (8<pr - 80V - 6cb'R)8t,

after a slight transformation, involving equation (67) for J'

We find further

(65)

whence follows

8wn = (8<p - 8</><%u - 10<p"vn - 4<p'wn)8t,

8wl2 = (- 8<p«\2 - 10^12 - 4f wl2)8t,

8w21 = (- 8^X - 10f v21 - icp'w2l)8t,

8w22 = (8<^> - 8<¿><%22 - 10#'»B - ácb'w^St ;
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(66) 8L = [32<pP' - 16<p^(2J" - K) - 20p"P7 - 89'P]^ ,

if it be noted that

' Wll «22 + M22 «11 — M12 «21  - U2X «12 =  2J' '

(67) I vxxw22 + v22wlx - v12w2X - v2Xwl2 = 2K' ,

. WU W22  + «°»2 Wll  - W12 M21  - W21 W12   =   2(2J" — K) ■

Let us now, by an obvious extension of the theory of invariants of a single

linear differential equation, assign to p.k the weight — 1, to q.k the weight — 2 ,

while to pfl and qft£ are assigned the weights — 1 — X, — 2 — p, respectively.

Then it is easy to see that the following statements are true.

1. Every absolute invariant is isobaric in the coefficients and of weight

zero.

2. If an absolute invariant is a rational function of the coefficients and of

their derivatives, it is the quotient of two relative invariants of the same

weight.

3. A relative invariant is isobaric in the coefficients, and if the common

weight of all of its terms is — v, it satisfies the equation

(68) f OWE) = 0v(x),

or, for infinitesimal transformations,

(68a) 86v = - v<p'(x)6y8t.

We shall speak of such an invariant as being of weight v , rather than — v.

The negative weights have been introduced, following the example of Forsyth,

principally because they have a decided advantage when we consider covariants.

The proof of the above three statements is essentially the same as in the case

of a single linear differential equation, and need not, therefore, be given.

It is now a simple matter to find the rational invariants of any assigned

weight, or else to establish their non-existence.

First, it is clear that no such invariants of weights 1,2,3 exist. An in-

variant of weight 4 must verify the equation

S04=-icp'(x)d48t.

The invariant is

(69) e4=i2- 4<P

An invariant of weight 5 must be of the form

all' + bP3> + cJ'.

We find that no such invariant exists, or that it vanishes identically.
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An invariant of weight 6 must verify the equation

The most general expression of weight 6 is

e6 = aP + bIJ+ cK+ dFV + eJ" + fill" + g I'2.

We find

^6 = 3aP(4cP - 2<b'I\ + 67(2<p7- á<f>'J) + bJ(4<f>w _ 2cp'I)

+ c(8cp7' - 8pV - 6<p'F)

+ d(4tcpW _ 2^1- 9<p7" - 12<p7" - lOf'P3' - 6<p'F»)

+ e(2</><57 + 49<47' + 2<p 7" - 4<¡PV- 9<p"J' - Q<p'J")

+ /7(4<p - 2<p>/- h<p"I' - icp'I") -f-/P'(4(p> - 2<p'I)

+ 2ffP(4<p - 29"7- 39'7'),

and this must be equal to —6r/>'06 for all values of </>, </>', • • •, 7, 7', • • •, J, 7,

• • •, P".    We find therefore the equations :

(d=0,      e+2/=0,    2c+e + 2ff=0,    6a + 6-/=0,

J6-e = 0,    8c + 9e = 0,    5/+4a = 0,
whence

a= — \e,    6=e,    c=-fe,    ¿=0,   /= — J e,    ff = fe.

Putting e = — 8 , we find

(70) 06 = 27(72 - 47) + 5(P -7'2) + 4(P - 27" + 77").

There is no invariant of weight 7 , and there are two independent invariants

of weight 8, one of which is 6\, while the other is

6% = 143(7 - 47"2) - 54(72 + 47)04 - 2O/"0, + 25P0; - 20679';

(71)
- 206>w - 9027(PT- 7'2) - 220(_T" - 27'73> - 27"2).

We can easily find an invariant of weight 10, without going through this

general process.    We have

8(K- I'2)

J = - 29"(72 - 47) - 59'(77' - 27'),

_____ _ = 49»(//' _ 2J') - W(K- I'1),

8(IP - 27')
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whence eliminating <fi" , we find

8t = -lO<p'0lo,

where

(72) 6W = (P - iJ)(K- I'2) + (IP - 2J'f

From any two invariants 6K and 6^, of weights X and p, respectively, we can

always deduce a third.    For we have

ft(fl     ft(«)

an absolute invariant.    Hence, by logarithmic differentiation,

Therefore

(73)

TO'TO XTOU   aTO   XWTOP ~mto~ w

öA+H+l ^ - ^Ä
is a new invariant of weight X + p. + 1.    It is called by Forsyth the Jacobian

of 0A and 6^ , in his theory of invariants of a single equation.

We thus obtain
26,6: ,

(74)

*i3 = 2080

*., = 5 V

*,. = 4*8*,

— 3ö6ö;0 ,
*w = 5^;

0i9 = 5m;-4^;„,

from which still others can be derived.    Of all of the invariants found so far

ei > ee » öio '  öis

are the only ones which involve no higher derivatives of pik than the third, and

no higher derivatives of qik than the second, or what amounts to the same thing,

these are the only invariants found so far which depend only on the seminvari-

ants

(75) /, /', /"; J, J', J"; K, K'; L.

Moreover the invariants (74) are not all independent.    For instance we have

the syzygy
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 3
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(76) 2040X7 + 50JXX-G060X5 = O.

In order to obtain all of the invariants depending only upon the semin-

variants (75) , we write down the partial differential equations which such in-

variants must verify.

From the expressions for 81, 81', 81". 8J, etc., 87, we find that these

partial differential equations are five in number, viz. :

V /•_ or5/,   <\T'df a- AT" df 4. 4 Tdf 4- 5 7 3f 4- 6 T" df

Yf-     2I~f      57-^     47-^      97-^      8/'-^

(77)

-(8^" + 6P)^-20_r|£=0,

F-3/= 4 % - 21 £ + 27g + 27 ¿£ + 2(7" - 27) ^

-8^-16(2^-^=0,

V-^ + i/V + irg + arg + ar^-o,

r6/=4^ + 27^,+ 87'^ + 327"|¿=0,

where Ff= 0 is obtained by equating to zero the coefficient of 9W in S/\

They are independent and, therefore, have 9 — 5 = 4 independent solutions,

i. e., there are four independent absolute, or five independent relative invariants.

We have already found four of these, viz. : 64, 06, 0X0, 0X5. The fifth invari-

ant, found by integrating (77) , is

<_ = 010L(P - 4</)(P - 47"2) + 4(77" - 2J" + Kf\ - 0
2

10    '

But this can be shown to be divisible by 04, so that we may^complete our system

of invariants by taking 022,04 , which is

(78)   0W = 01O(L- 47"2) + 4(P- 7°)(77"- 27" + Kf - 04(K'- 27'7")2

- 20'4(K' - 27'7")(77" - 2J" + K).
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§ 6.    Canonical forms of a system of two linear differential equations of the

second order.

Our system of equations (54) can always be transformed into another which

contains no first derivatives, by a transformation of the form

y i — «V?! + an% («=1,2),

where ajk are functions of x.    For, on making this transformation, we find

' aiiV" + <V72 + (2a.; + piXaxx + pita2l)n[ + (2a'i2 + Pilal2 + pi2a22)n'2

(79) - + (a"n + paa'n + pi2a'21 + qaan + qi2a2l)Vl

[ +   («¿2 + Ai<2   + A2a22  +   fe«12 +   ?i2an)V2 =   0 (¿ = 1,2),

so that, if we take aik subject to the conditions

\a'll = - KAAi  + A2«2l) .       <2 = - Í( Al«U + ÍA) »

(80)
I «21 = - I ( Aiail + A2a2l) I       a22 = - K Aia!2  + A2a22) >

equations (79) will contain no terms in n[ and i)'2. The functions (axl, a21) and

(ai2 ' "22) must therefore be taken as solutions of the same system of linear differ-

ential equations, viz.,

\a =- l(pna + pi2ß),

(81)
P = — Kp*ia+p*ß)-

Moreover (an, a2l) and (a12, a22) must be independent solutions of (81), for

otherwise the determinant

«lia22 - ai2a21

would vanish.    The functions a., can therefore be determined so as to effect the

desired result, by integrating (81).

If one makes use of (80) and the equations obtained from (80) by differentia-

tion the transformed system (79) becomes

f ailV"l + auV"2 = i(«ll«ll + *»«12>?1 +  Í(«12«ll + a22Un)7l2 I

(82)
[ «21VÍ + a22'?2 = í(ailW21 + «ï^hl + ï(ai2M21 + a22W22)7?2 »

where the quantities uik have been previously defined.

Thus every binary system of homogeneous linear differential equations of

the second order can be converted into another, involving no first derivatives,

i. e., into one for which pik = 0 . We will say that this transformed system has

the semi-canonical form.

Suppose we have reduced a system to its semi-canonical form. Let us find

the most general sub-group G' of our general infinite continuous group G,

which leaves the semi-canonical form of the system unaltered.
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In the semi-canonical form pik = 0 . Let us make the most general infinites-

imal transformation of the general group G. The coefficients of the first deri-

vatives in the transformed system will be, according to (16) and (58) ,

8Pn = (2<p[x-<p")8t,    8Pl2=2cp'X28t,

8p21 = 2<p:n8t, 8p22 = (2cp'22-(p")8t,

for the infinitesimal transformations of the coefficients due to infinitesimal

transformations of both dependent and independent variables are equal to those

due to the transformations of the dependent variables alone plus those due to

the transformation of the independent variable alone.*

But for all of the transformations of our sub-group G', these quantities

must vanish.    Therefore must

9;2 = 921 = 0,    29l'1-9" = 0,    29;2-9" = 0,

or, if we denote by cik arbitrary constants,

9n = cu + _9''    9l2 = c12,

(83)
921 = c21, 922 = c22 +-£</>',

so that the sub-group G' depends upon 4 arbitrary parameters ca, and an ar-

bitrary function 4>'(x).

We can determine a sub-group G" of the-subgroup G', namely, that which

leaves qlx + g22 invariant.

We have, in the same way as above, according to (16) and (58),

%n + _J = [2<r%n + is) + 9i2i + 9__]8« .

so that for this sub-group we have the further relation

(84) tf? +48--«*'(*_. +fa).
or, using (83),

(85) 9f) + <pf2 + 2 [cu + c22 - (cbn + cp22)-](qn + q22) = 0 ,

a linear differential equation of the second order for 9u -f (£22. Its integration

introduces two arbitrary constants ; then cp' is found from (84), and the quad-

rature

<f> = f 4>dx

gives rise to a third constant. Thus G" is a seven-parameter group. We can

also represent G'1 by (83), together with

(86) -9fi)=29'(au + g22),

* We have changed the sign of <p(x) , so as to make the infinitesimal transformation of the

independent variahle harmonize with those of the dependent variables.
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an equation, whose integration gives rise to three constants. These together

with the four constants cik are the parameters of the group.

The semi-canonical form of the system can be further simplified by the re-

duction to what we shall call the canonical form.

Suppose we have reduced our system by a first transformation to the semi-

canonical form

(87) vi + qiXVi + fey2 = ° (<=i, 2).

If now we make the transformation

£ = £(») ,    V¡ = ßa% + ßaVi (i = 1, 2),
we find

ßj"P + ßJfQ + ̂ " + 2ß'^% + v* + *M)%
(88)

+ (ßn + feßu + qMvx + (ß'i2 + qixßi2 + taßji, = °      <* = !,•>.

which is again in the semi-canonical form if

ßj" + 2ß'J' = 0 ,
or

ß, = ^,

where e~ are arbitrary constants, whose determinant does not vanish.    Put

eil =  e22 =   ^  '       ei2 =  C21 =  " '

or

(89) ßn=ß22=ß = -^,    ßia = ßn = 0.

Then (88) becomes

(90)

/3f 2||f + (ß" + qlxß)Vl + qnßn2 = 0 ,

ßffff M- q2ßVi + (ß' + q^)v, = « .
or

(91) ¿|f + rV?i + rV?2=° (i = l,2).

Now /3 can be determined that in  (91), pn -f pn = 0 ; for this purpose it is

only necessary to take for ß a solution of the linear differential equation

(92) 2/3" + (qu + q22)ß = 0 .

We have proved the following theorem :
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Every system of linear, homogeneous differential equations of the second

order can be converted into a system having the canonical form

d2n.
¿& + PnVi + fV7* (¿ = l-2),

where

Pn + P22 = ° •

In order to effect this reduction, it is necessary to integrate a system of

homogeneous linear differential equations of the first order (81), a single

homogeneous linear differential equation of the second order (92), and finally

to effect the quadrature

'dx

w«.)-./;
This canonical form of the system corresponds to the Laguerre-Forsyth

form of a single linear differential equation.

The sub-group of G which leaves this canonical form unaltered is especially

simple. It is the group G" for the particular case that qu -f q22 = 0 , whence,

according to (86),

<fj(3) = 0 ,    or    <f> = X + p,x + vx2,

and from (83),

Í 011 = clx + lp. + vx,    cb12 = c12,

I 021 = C21 ' 022 = C22 + \P + ra •

The finite transformations of this group are

(93) £ = -±|,    V.= C^+C^ (¿=l,2).
y    J                              b       yx + 8 '     "           yx + 8

The functions called, by Forsyth, quadriderivatives are invariants for this

sub-group.    If 6a is an invariant of weight cr, then

(94) 6^ = 2a6a6"a-(2<r+\)6':

is what Forsyth calls the quadriderivative of 6a .

We find that for the general infinitesimal transformations of the general

group G,

86atX = - 2a26\^8t - 2(o- + lty'^Si .

For our sub-group 0(3) = 0 , so that 6a x is indeed an invariant of the sub-

group.    Its weight is 2o- -f 2 .
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§ 7.   Covariants.

We shall not treat of covariants in an exhaustive manner in this paper. It

will be sufficient to note a few simple theorems.

First we may observe that no absolute covariant exists which depends only

upon yx, y2, dyjdx, dyjdx, etc., i. e., which does not contain x explicitly,

and makes no use of the fact that yx and y2 are solutions of (5Jf).

For we have, taking infinitesimal transformations of the dependent variables

only,

hi = (9.i2/i + 9as_)8i »

h\ = (9„y; + 9_yi + 9>i + <p'i2y2)Bt,

. ¥r13 = (9,-yr1'+<p^ri) + ■■■ + #r w-

But this group in 2m variables is always transitive. For if we take the

special case obtained by putting <pik, <p'ik, <b"k, etc., equal to arbitrary con-

stants, the group becomes a finite im parameter group in 2m variables which is

a particular case of a general group of linear substitutions with mn2 parameters

and mn variables. This general group has been studied by the author and was

found to be transitive.* Therefore the more general infinite group is also tran-

sitive, i. e., it has no invariants, and thus the theorem is proved.

It is even impossible to construct functions zx and z2 of yx, y2 and of their

successive derivatives, not involving x explicitly, which shall be cogredient with

yx and'y2.

For, if it were not so, from zx and z2 could then be constructed a third co-

gredient set, say nx and r¡2, and the quotient

y?2 - y2\

would be an absolute covariant of the form whose ndn-existence we have just

shown.

An infinite number of covariants, containing x explicitly, can be constructed

as follows.    Put

' y i = y"i + PaV'i + Pi2l/'2 + ti&x + faft.

' y i = vi + pjr'i + pi2y'2 + tax + tá»

Then y., y{, etc., are cogredient with yr    Therefore the determinants

_ Yitft — yjfit  y32 - y^n etc->

*Prooeedings of the California Academy of Sciences, vol. 1, no. 6.
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are covariants.    All of these vanish in consequence of the given system of dif-

ferential equations.

Their covafiant property is expressed by an equation of the form

C(VX ,%,*)- ^^ C(yx ,y2,x),

where

Vi =  «¿1«1   +   ai2Î/2 >        £ =   IH (¿ = 1,2),

is the transformation of the variables.

Suppose we have reduced our given system to its canonical form.    Then

«i«2 - Viy'i

is a covariant of the sub-group (93) which leaves this canonical form unchanged.

To find all of the covariants of the system we could proceed as in the case of

the invariants by setting up the system of partial differential equations which

they satisfy. We might also construct functions cogredient with yx and y2.

The determinant of two such systems would be a covariant.

University of California, Berkeley,

October 6, 1900.


